
SUPRANU   Records   team    opens   the   Call   for   Artists    ARTIFICIAL   LOVE ,   a   compilation   of   
electronic   music   that   experiments   a   genre   selected   by   the   SUPRANU   Records   Collective   
  

The   Call   aims   to   be   an   opportunity   for   exchange   between   composers   and   producers,   in   an   
attempt   to   redefine   a   genre,   exploring   boundaries   and   experimenting   with   new   expressive   
methods.   
  

ARTIFICIAL   LOVE:   Trap   Edition   
Trap,   a   genre   that   exploded   in   a   very   short   time   all   over   the   world   starting   from   the   USA.   
From   the   risky   trap-house   to   the   glossy   main-stream   this   genre   has   undergone   notable   
mutations,   our   intention   is   to   search   for   a   new   form   of   Trap,   decontextualizing   and   
de-structuring   its   roots.   
  

We   invite   producers,   rappers   and   composers   to   free   themselves   from   preconceptions   and   
create   an    experimental   Trap-track    that   goes   beyond   the   stereotypes   of   one   of   the   most   
fashionable   genres   of   the   moment.   
  
● This   call   is   open   to   every   category   of   musicians   (producers,   acoustic   players,   djs..)   

without   any   distinction   regarding   nationality,   gender   identity,   age   and   location.   
  

● This   call   DOESN’T   have   any   monetary   cost   for   the   artists,   neither   for   application   nor   
release.     
  

● To   join   the   selection,   applicants   must   send,   before   May   30st   2021,   only   one   track   
whose   duration   is   in   between   2:50   and   5:00.   Tracks   submitted   after   the   deadline   
won’t   be   considered.   
  

● Audio   tracks   must   be   sent   to   email   address:    supranurecords@gmail.com    thru   
soundcloud   private   link   or   file   sharing   systems   such   WeTransfer   or   similar.   
  

● Artists   which   have   been   selected   have   rights   to   have   their   track   released   in   the   
compilation   thru   Supranu   Records   and   therefore   the   distribution   of   the   track   on   
Supranu   partner   channels   ((Spotify,   itunes,   deezer,   beatport…bandcamp).   
  

● Selected   artists   still   own   the   rights   of   their   track   and   give   consent   to   release   their   
track   on   the   compilation.   Supranu   records   will   provide   UPC/EAN   and   ISRC   codes   to   
allow   the   artist   to   register   their   work   on   their   own   PRO.   
  

● If   an   artist   is   not   member   of   any   PRO   or   Publisher,   Supranu   Records   can   register   the   
work   through   theri   Editor,   action   which   equal   to   the   complete   loss   of   streaming   and   
download   royalties   to   the   applicant,   therefore   the   label   will   give   priority   to   artists   
which   are   already   members   of   PROs.   
  



● Download   and   Streaming   royalties   will   be   split   50/50%   minus   10%   for   publishing,   
promotion   and   sponsorization   cost.   The   label   won’t   send   any   money   before   the   
royalties   will   exceed   50€   for   a   single   artist.   
  

● SUPRANU   Records   will   provide   download   and   streaming   data,   upon   request,   with   
semestral   base   only   if   the   threshold   on   VIII   has   been   exceeded.   
  

● Audio   file   must   match   the   following   requirements:   .WAV   44.1KHz   24bit,   mixed   down   
at   -12db   with   PEAK   no   over-6db;   (don’t   put   limiter   on   master   channel   nor   
compressors   which   ratio   is   over   -2db)   
  

● The   label   will   cover   the   sound   mastering   process   and   the   digital   distribution   
expenses.   
  

● As   in   the   contract,   the   artist   DECLARES   to   own   all   the   rights   of   his   work   and   to   report   
the   source   of   samples   of   which   doesn’t   own   the   rights.   
  

● Artist   will   provide   an   UNRELEASED   track   which   is   exclusive   for   this   compilation   and   
will   respect   the   label   managerial   time,   meaning   won’t   share   nor   send   the   same   track   
to   thirds,   before   the   release   and   in   any   case,   without   agreement   with   the   label.   

  
  
  

www.supranurecords.com   
  

Download   and   sign   the     CONTRACT   SUPRANU   Records   
  

http://www.supranurecords.com/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=19AbmPVttrogrXJToOGSuqZsdTzzGTbdYYYczK9JcCUE

